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Experience the power of glass

Exhibitions, Retail, Commissions, Residencies, Artist Facilities & Studio Hire

11 Wentworth Ave, Kingston     Tel: 02 6260 7005     Wed to Sun  10am - 4pm
canberraglassworks.com 

Clare Belfrage, Open Weave, 2013    photo: Rob Little

Editor’s letter
It has been a long time coming, but 
Canberra’s only urban waterside 
community is emerging on the shores 
of Lake Burley Griffin, in the largest 
urban renewal project this city has ever 
seen. Once known as Eastlake, this 
former industrial site is taking shape 
and promising to be the most exciting 
precinct in Canberra for shopping, 
dining, working and living.

At its completion, Kingston Foreshore 
will be home to over 6000 residents. 
Mixed-use buildings will see homes, 
daytime and evening business all 
sharing this landscape. There is already 
a sense amongst current residents 
that the lifestyle here will be quite 
different to what most Canberrans are 

accustomed to. This precinct is already 
home to some of Canberra’s favourite 
destinations– some of which have 
organically and spontaneously been 
given the mantle of institution by the 
general public. 

In this first issue of By The Water, we 
will take a look at some of the places 
and people–established and fledgling–
that contribute to the promise that is 
Kingston Foreshore. On behalf of our 
stakeholders and editorial staff, we 
take this opportunity to welcome our 
readers, and invite you to follow the 
journey, discover the people behind 
the places and stay up to date with this 
growing and vibrant destination in our 
future editions.
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On any given evening, you can already 
see couples strolling through the 
promenades and harbour of the 
Kingston Foreshore. The young and 
fashionable making their way to 
Brodburger–the hip casual diner du 
jour– the more mature to one of 
the new restaurants at the Aurora 
complex; or the soft murmur of friends 
enjoying a casual evening as barbecues 
are fired up on lit balconies. Make no 
mistake, this is not just another sterile 
unit development, this is a place that is 
inviting its residents and its visitors to 
participate in the urban lifestyle that it 
first promised some years ago. 

Life emerges by the water
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What’s in store for Kingston Foreshore

Not only are more and more residents 
moving into the area, but people 
from all over Canberra will soon be 
able to enjoy this marquee location 
as hospitality businesses open their 
doors. In recent times we have seen  
C Dine Bar and Morks open their doors, 
but we can expect to see some new 
names and some old favorites soon 
join them on the ground floor at the 
newly completed Aurora Residences.
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Kingston Foreshore is about to be a 
real destination; for living, for dining, 
for socializing and for experiencing 
the culture of our city in a way that 
perhaps we never have

08

In the next few months, expect to see 
Kennedy Street institution La Rustica, 
making its move to this waterfront 
spot after a couple of decades of 
business at their current location. 
Lovers of Thai cuisine will be happy to 
know Mork’s—run by brothers Mork and 
Benn Ratanakosol—has just opened 
its doors, and will continue doing the 
fresh and innovative things with Thai 
cuisine that its Florey patrons have 
become accustomed to. Lonsdale 
Roasters, that hip inner north coffee 
destination is also gearing up to open a 
new café here. And lovers of chocolate 
will rejoice that they can now get their 
fix on the inner south, as Max Brenner 
prepares to open by Christmas.

Of course, the bigger picture for this 
precinct is that there is more than 
food to enjoy here, and real diversity 
is developing—there are already 
creative and unique destinations 
contributing to the organic growth of 
a culture here.

Across the road from the Aurora 
complex, The Canberra Glassworks is 
located in the Kingston Powerhouse, 
Canberra’s oldest permanent building. 
Totally dedicated to the art of 
glassworks, the gallery holds regular 
exhibitions, provides state of the art 
equipment and facilities for artists, 
along with a number of workshops, 
mentoring programs and general 
support in this creative field.

At the Glassworks’ entrance, 
Brodburger–the quirky little red 
van that captured the imagination 
of burger aficionados across the 
city—has graduated to a full-blown 
bricks and mortar location, and 
now has truly cemented its place in 
the hearts, minds—and stomachs—
of Canberrans.

Next door, a myriad of stallholders 
fill the cavernous Old Bus Depot 
Markets every Sunday, selling 
an array of unique handmade 
goods, specialty foods, fashion, 
furniture and art in a festival-
like atmosphere.

In May, the International Music 
Festival—an amazing collaboration 
of musical performances from 
around the globe—brought people 
to the precinct for a culturally 
enriching musical experience; and 
June saw the Sip and Chill events, 
that added a little bit of youth and 
urban vibe to the precinct.

Earlier this year, the first residents 
of the Foreshore celebrated their 
10th year in the precinct, and for 
those who have watched this 
development from the outset, 
it seems it’s been a long time 
coming. But the time has come, 
and Kingston Foreshore is about 
to be a real destination; for living, 
for dining, for socializing and for 
experiencing the culture of our 
city in a way that perhaps we 
never have.DINE BAR

DINE BAR

6239 5299

17/19 EASTLAKE PARADE KINGSTON

CDINEBAR.COM.AU 

MON: CLOSED

TUE - FRI: 12-2:30PM | 6PM-LATE

SAT: 9-11:30AM | 12-2:30PM | 6PM-LATE

SUN: 9-11:30AM | 12-2:30PM

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
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Just in case you haven’t noticed, 
Braddon in recent times has 
become, for want of a better 

word, a hotspot in the Canberra 
hospitality scene. Positioned on the 
northern fringe of the CBD, this inner 
suburb—or more precisely, Lonsdale 
Street and its immediate surrounds—is 
where you will find a number of new 
and exciting coffee, food and fashion 
related businesses that are part of an 
emerging scene.

For some Canberrans—such as Unit 
Concept’s Nik Bulum—it seems that 
this street has been willed into 
existence; and that finally the critical 
mass has tipped the scales in favour 
of their vision. Nik has always believed 
in this precinct, and the mix of pop-up 
style offerings at his Lonsdale Traders 
is a revelation; but it was always going 
to take more than quirky retail to make 
things happen here.

. . .the little coffee 
shop with its daily 

queues for coffee 
and hip young crowd 

spilling onto  
the sidewalk

Braddon 
and the

foreshore
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Bicycles, coffee and a shared ethos

Whilst a smattering of hospitality 
establishments have made this street 
their home for many years now—think 
Civic Pub or Stratos Taverna—it is big 
guns like the Trimbole family that 
ramped things up with their highly 
regarded Italian & Sons, as did other 
operators in the area such as Debacle, 
Delissio and Knightsbridge Penthouse. 
None seemed as conspicuous to the 
passer-by though, as Lonsdale Street 
Roasters, the little coffee shop with its 
daily queues for coffee and hip young 
crowd spilling onto the sidewalk.



Just as noticeable here are the 
bicycles and skateboards that go 
hand in hand with the grungy little 
spot (and its sister location further 
up the road), announcing that the 
coffee is just a part of this thing, and 
that as Canberrans we are saying we 
love our lifestyle—our cycling and 
skateboarding, our relaxed pace, our 
fresh air, our ability to move freely 
under a big blue sky. 

So what has all this to do with the 
shiny new developments at Kingston 
you might ask? And how does the 
Lonsdale Street Roasters name 
migrate successfully to a part of the 
city that does not immediately look 
or feel anything like the scene it was 
conceived in?

Alistair Evans of Lonsdale Street 
Roasters believes that the lifestyle 
offer—the promise—is entirely 

Likewise Braddon’s Lonsdale Street. 
Once a semi industrial zone, it is 
undergoing its own renewal—albeit 
in a more spontaneous fashion—with 
cafés, restaurants and boutiques 
moving in on the myriad of 
workshops, car yards and hardware 
traders that have traditionally based 
themselves there. 

For Alistair however, these similarities 
are not at the forefront of thought, as 
much as he does acknowledge them. 
He is not so much concerned with the 
past, but with the present—and the 
opportunity to connect with a more 
overriding element of Canberra life. 
“Lonsdale Street was a no brainer. 
It’s a little raw, and hopefully that 
can remain. Growing up in Canberra 
and being into the outdoors and bike 
riding, the bike shops and the outdoor 
adventure shops have always been at 
Lonsdale Street, and that connection 
with the outdoors was important. 
Looking around and seeing the 
mountains and the riding paths,  
this is what Canberra is to us.”

The Lonsdale Street team sees the 
lake as an extension of the lifestyle 
vibe that drives them. “We outgrew 
our first Lonsdale Street location a 
little while ago and decided to open 
a second on the same street. Now we 
have outgrown both of these, so it 
was really about finding a new place 
to open that would fit the ethos,” 
says Alistair. 

The lake is one of those Canberra 
images that we all know, and a ride 
around the lake is something that 
anybody that has cycled in this 
city is familiar with. The link with 
the outdoors is obvious, and this is 
the appeal.

“For so many Canberrans, it’s always 
been here, but its fair to say it’s 
probably been under-utilised. It has 
great cycling paths and it’s always 
been used that way, but many people 
wonder why there haven’t been more 

coffee has  
always Been aBout 

stimulating the 
senses, waking 

you up and feeling 
invigorated. it 

fits in with the 
lifestyle we love
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amenities there,” he says. “Lonsdale 
Street Roasters embrace the outdoor 
ethos, and that’s what we see at 
Kingston Foreshore. This city has 
great riding, the mountains, and this 
beautiful lake. We are going to hang a 
Canadian canoe at our Aurora location, 
there are docks right there at the 
harbor, and it would be great to see 
kayaking evolving around the area. 
That’s the element of outdoor life we 
will work with there.”

And the coffee? “It’s all linked,” he 
says. “Coffee has always been about 
stimulating the senses, waking you 
up and feeling invigorated. It fits in 
with the lifestyle we love.” For Alistair 
and Lonsdale Street Roasters, it is the 
glue that binds the elements of that 
lifestyle, whether they happen to be 
found on a cycle around the lake, or 
in a grungy street scene on the fringe 
of the city. 

translatable in both precincts. The 
connection with the greater Canberra 
ethos is as apparent to him at Kingston 
Foreshore as it is in Lonsdale Street. 

Firstly, both precincts have a working 
class heritage, and both precincts 
are seeing a shift away from their 
traditional use. The Foreshore—in a 
previous life and with the old name 
of Eastlake—housed many workers 
in Canberra’s formative years, along 
with our original Powerhouse, fitter’s 
workshops, bus depot and government 
printing headquarters. Some of those 
buildings remain; some have gone. 
The ones still there play a far different 
role than the one envisaged by their 
designers, in a modern landscape that 
reflects the new reality of residential, 
hospitality and retail concerns of 
the urban renewal project growing 
around them.
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www.peterblackshaw.com.au

Now Selling

Andrew
Chamberlain
0412 411 422

Rowan
Glanville

0431 145 951

Licensed Agent Peter Blackshaw Manuka Pty Ltd ABN 45 126 633 369

Manuka 6295 2433

•	 Final	remaining	apartments	from	$799,000	to	$1,249,000
•	 Outstanding	level	of	design,	construction	and	inclusion
•	 Ultra	central	location	-	a	premium	lifestyle	opportunity

AURORA - KINGSTON FORESHORE EER	6.5
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A N  I N S I D E  L O O K  A T

C  D I N E  B A R
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The first of many restaurants to make their home at the promenade 
of the highly anticipated Kingston Foreshore, C Dine Bar opened 
quietly and without any fuss on a cold but sunny Wednesday in the 
middle of July. Soon after, we visited the place to give a snapshot of 

the first restaurant to open at Aurora.
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C DINE
Plush chairs—embroidered gold on 
olive green—make a formal statement, 
as do immaculate settings on crisp 
white napiery. Smartly attired wait 
staff cruise across the sunny dining 
room, expertly directed by co-owner 
and maître d’ Shann Howmann, 
catering to the respectable number of 
lunchtime diners that have made their 
way here on the second day of trading.

From the open kitchen, co-owner 
and Chef Dan Keogh is busy delivering 
modern Australian dishes with a strong 
emphasis on seafood (or C food, as its 
known on the menu) and beef.  

Merimbula oysters are shucked to 
order—classic Kilpatrick, Mornay or 
natural or served with tempura, baby 
spinach or honey. Other starters may 
include prosciutto wrapped garfish 
or a classic clam chowder. A pork 
cheek croquette is served with a 
garlic cream, and salmon is crusted 
with chili and poppy seed in delicate 
little rounds.

Whilst some Asian influences 
sneak in along with a smattering of 
Mediterranean, there is a real sense of 
Aussie masculinity to the offering here. 
A 660gram rib eye—aged 36 days in the 
prominently displayed meat cabinet—
sits firmly in the realm of the old 
school businessman’s lunch, as does 
Beef Wellington, or a whole snapper 

with lemon and herbs. That said, the 
execution is modern and delicate with 
an aesthetic that transports such 
classics to the now.

In the bar section, high tables and 
stools—black and modern—move away 
from the elegance of the dining area, 
intentionally signaling a change of vibe 
here. Shann imagines C Dine has the 
potential to be somewhat of a go-to 
place for a civilized after work or after 
dinner drink, and is keen to cultivate 
this type of experience.

C Dine is open for lunch and dinner 
from Tuesday through to Saturday,  
and does breakfast on weekends.  
They are also open for drinks right 
through on Fridays and Saturdays.

Entering through an alfresco 
dining area that is understandably 
under-patronized, considering 

the outdoor temperature and the 
early stage of this establishment’s life, 
we are greeted by a light and open 
space—formal to the left, more casual 
to the right. 

Running the breadth of the back of the 
restaurant, an open kitchen faces the 
formal dining area and, running from 
left to right, morphs into a bar at the 
more relaxed end of the room. With 
a timber cladding that leans toward 
the rustic, it stands juxtaposed to the 
rather slick palette of charcoal walls 
with breakouts of bold aqua. 

Whilst some Asian influences sneak in along with a 
smattering of Mediterranean, there is a real sense of 
Aussie masculinity to the offering here
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JOHN MARSHALL 
Ice Cream Maker

Making the most delicious ice cream 
from his home, John has been 
obsessed by food since he was a 
kid. Around six years ago, he bought 
a gelato making machine, and has 
been refining his ice cream making 
techniques ever since. John is a 
true artisan, with a real passion for 
what he does, and a friendly smile 
to accompany a delicious sample to 
passers by.

FekeRte teSFAye
Ethiopian Food Queen

Fekerte is an original stallholder who 
started on Day One of the Old Bus 
Depot Markets. She is arguably the 
single person responsible for the 
cuisine of her homeland gaining a 
profile in the Nation’s Capital, and her 
stall has proven so popular over the 
years that she graduated to full-scale 
restaurant ownership a few years ago 
in Dickson. That said, she still finds time 
to serve her delicious cooking to the 
folks at the markets each Sunday.

Canberra’s old Bus Depot Markets 
are the place to be for lovers of 
fine hand-crafted wares, clothing 
collectors, food fanatics and 
jewellery junkies. Held on sundays, 
the markets are located in a fabulous 
old industrial building along the 
Kingston foreshore, and not too far 
from the trendy suburbs of Kingston 
and Manuka and Canberra’s many 
famed attractions. 

these nationally award-winning 
markets are always full of 
atmosphere – buzzing with the 
large crowds who come to meet the 
friendly stallholders and see what 
wonderful creations they’ve brought 
with them each week. Here are six 
stallholders that give the markets 
their unique flavour.
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RetRO DepOt iN OctObeR
1 3  O c t O b e r  2 0 1 3

A new concept for 2013, and the second one to be held this year, 
this event is your chance to celebrate all things retro cool – browse 
fashion, home wares, furniture and accessories that will push your 
groove button.

tHe JeweL OF cANbeRRA
1 0  N O v e m b e r  2 0 1 3

Step inside a giant jewellery box for the day with exquisite works from 
some of the region’s best jewellery designers and artists.

cHRiStMAS At tHe OLD buS DepOt MARketS 

S u N d ay 1  d e c e m b e r ,  t h e N  S at u r d ay S  a N d  S u N d ay S 

u N t i l 2 2  d e c e m b e r 

Immerse yourself in everything Christmassy! Stock up from the large 
array of handcrafted gifts for loved ones and items to decorate your 
home for the festive season.

pORtObeLLO ROAD
J a N u a r y 1 2  2 0 1 4

Browse your way through the aisles of collectables and small antiques at 
the first of three Portobello Road events for the year.

iNteRNAtiONAL DAy 

F e b r u a r y 2  2 0 1 4

Travel the world and celebrate Canberra’s rich and diverse multicultural 
community with delicious foods, traditional dance performances and a 
mix of items handcrafted from around the world.

tHe OLD buS DepOt MARketS ARe OpeN 
ON SuNDAyS FROM 10AM – 4pM. FOR MORe 
iNFORMAtiON viSit www.ObDM.cOM.Au 

ANNie StORey
Ornamental Coppersmith

Annie has been at the markets for 10 
years. She sources all of her copper 
from scrap metal yards where she 
finds coppers, hot water systems 
and copper trays, which she then 
dismantles and cuts into shapes 
ready to be forged over an anvil and 
welded together. She also uses down 
pipes, fridge and gas tubing, electrical 
wire and water pipes for the stems 
and reeds.

weNDy LeeS
Jeweller & Metalworker

Wendy and her husband specialise in 
re-cycled and up-cycled jewellery 
using copper and brass. If you are 
wondering what up-cycling is, it’s 
about taking something that is quite 
simple and utilitarian like a piece of 
copper piping, and making it into 
something beautiful. Each piece is 
a one-off creation with a lifetime 
guarantee in craftsmanship. She is 
quite adamant that she does not 
want her pieces coming back, so 
ensures strength with ‘tough testing” 
that involves feet and arms and a 
substantial bit of yanking. The pieces 
are tactile and textured, with a real 
artisan feel and earthy qualities. 

bRiAN LOADeR
Cheese & Charcuterie Purveyor

Brian has been at the markets for 19 
years, and never without his Greek 
fisherman’s cap, he’s one of the 
characters that is hard to miss. He sells 
a range of boutique cheeses, olives, 
and other great deli style products 
including salamis, hams and artisan 
charcuterie. Cheeses are currently 
sourced from Tarago River in the 
Gippsland, and include some amazing 
creamy delicacies such as the Triple 
Cream, along with marinated goat’s 
cheese, chevré and various “reds” 
and “blues.”

ANtHONy HiLL
Award-winning Author

Anthony is a former journalist who has 
written many books and is a former 
speech-writer for Governors General 
Bill Hayden and Sir William Deane. 
Anthony became a full time writer 
in 1998. His book Soldier Boy, about 
14 year old Jim Martin, the youngest 
known Anzac, won a NSW Premier’s 
Literary Award and led to the writing 
of two more military themed books, 
Young Digger and Animal Heroes. 
Anthony has a number of published 
titles that are all available to purchase 
at his stall, and he is always on hand to 
do a book signing.

tHe MARketS keep it iNteReStiNg witH A 
DiFFeReNt tHeMe eveNt eveRy MONtH.
HeRe’S tHe RuN DOwN ON A Few OF tHe 
MARket’S upcOMiNg tHeMe eveNtS.
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A Seamless Flow

Cox Architecture was involved in 
the master plan for the Kingston 
Foreshore from a very early 

stage. They knew its potential and 
wanted to be a part of it, so when the 
opportunity arose, they were the first 
commercial business to relocate here. 
Indeed, they have become the first 
commercial office on the edge of  
Lake Burley Griffin.

“For us, it was a bit of a no-brainer,” 
says Company Director Ian Smith. 
“While we were in a nice space at 
Green Square—we wanted to show 
confidence in the precinct and be in 
a place that was purpose designed 
and created by us. Over the past 
decade and a half, we’ve had a hand 

in the Foreshore precinct, the new 
Aurora building and now our new 
studio fitout.

This is the first time he and Associate, 
Ronan Moss, have set up their offices 
in a space that they have designed. 
For Ian, it means that there may be 
a little reminder and an occasional 
assessment of his and his team’s work. 
“I think that you do, on a day-to-day 
basis, look at elements of it, and say 
to yourself ‘That is working well’. 
We’ve created a flexible space that is 
adaptable and ever changing. We are 
still refining some elements, but they 
are mainly around how we furnish 
and configure the space, and how 
the arrival experience and reception 

works” he says, referring to the bright 
and airy two storey entry that leads to 
the working space on the upper floor.

It seems the way this entry works will 
depend on the human interaction that 
both Ian and Ronan are counting on in 
this development, as they both believe 
that a precinct such as this should 
allow activity to flow seamlessly  
from one space to the next and  
enrich the whole. 

For Ronan, the idea that the entire 
precinct can act as an extended 
meeting area is what he is most 
excited about. “One of the great things 
about a mixed use building like Aurora” 
he says, “is that you’re going to have 
commercial, retail, residential, and 

Ian Smith and Ronan Moss from  
Cox Architecture talk to us about  
working in a space they created, mixed-use  
buildings and extended meeting rooms.

food and beverage businesses sharing 
the building. Anybody that participates 
in this building can get involved in any 
aspect of it.”

 “One of the reasons we moved down 
here is that we believe the Foreshore 
will offer more of the amenity that we 
had at Green Square,” he continues. 
“If we want to hold a meeting, we can 
hold it in the coffee shop, or we can go 
to lunch next door, so it adds that level 
of amenity.”

Ian goes further in articulating 
the philosophy of mixed use. “We 
are Urbanists essentially—we call 
ourselves city builders—so we are 
all about being in an urban space, 
and interested in how all aspects 
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PURCHASING OR 
LEASING FOR 
RESIDENTIAL OR 
COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY ON 
THE KINGSTON 
FORESHORE?

Call Canberra’s 
Property Law Experts.

CONSTRUCTION  |  PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS  |  COMMERCIAL PROPERTY  |  RESIDENTIAL PURCHASE  |  LEASING

Archie Tsirimokos

Christine Murray

Ben Fuller

Stephanie Lynch

Level 3, 1 Farrell Place, Canberra 2601   |   T: 02 6279 4444   |   www.meyervandenberg.com.au

connect,” he says. “When we were at 
Green Square, the cafés were often 
our meeting rooms. This will be the 
case at the Kingston Foreshore as the 
retail activity comes alive. We only had 
one meeting room then and we only 
have one now, and that’s because the 
way we like to relate to our clients is a 
little informal.” 

Referring to the new café being built 
across the lane by the Lonsdale Street 
Roasters owners, he says “I’m just as 
likely to be in there having a meeting or 
working as I am to be here in our space, 
and I would hope the guys in the café 
come to see our lobby as an extension 
of their venue.” Both he and Ronan 
are motivated by the idea that café 
patrons can wander into their lobby 
and utilise their lounges, or the tables 
and chairs outside their door. 

We want this to be something that is 
contributing to the life of the square, 
and the precinct in general

“We want this to be something that 
is contributing to the life of the 
square, and the precinct in general. A 
big part of our business is designing 
commercial workspaces, and a 
principal that we advocate is how to 
connect large groups of people. In a 
skyscraper, where you have thousands 
of people in a single building with no 
connection between levels, it doesn’t 
foster opportunities for people to 
bump into each other and informally 
bounce ideas around,” says Ian. “If we 
can extrapolate that idea to a place 
like this, we don’t want to be sitting in 
isolation. We want to be engaged, and 
through that interface, the precinct 
can help prompt creativity or positive 
ideas about how we may respond to a 
design problem.”

For the area to evolve into a precinct 
that lends itself to this type of 
intimacy and shared use is reliant 
on the attitudes of the tenants that 
this type of urban development will 
attract, but Cox are setting the tone. 
“In a way, we are a landmark business,” 
says Ronan, pointing out that Cox 
have taken the initiative to move 
to the Foreshore early. As the first 
commercial business to start operating 
on the water, they perhaps felt like 
they were located in the middle of a 
construction site earlier this year. But 
summer’s coming and some of the 
other businesses are starting to open. 
The precinct is really starting to come 
alive, and Cox’s ‘extended meeting 
area’ is taking shape.



INGREDIENTS

1 kilo of fresh vongole  
500 grams fresh homemade spaghetti  
1 cup Extra virgin olive oil 
½ cup of dry white wine 
2 cloves of garlic  
1 cup of shallots 
1 small bunch of continental parsley 
1 small red chili (optional) 
Freshly ground black pepper  
(to season)  
Sea salt flakes (to season) 

The weather is getting warmer, and the much-loved 
Canberra ritual of outdoor dining is back on the agenda. 

We can’t wait to sample the styles and cuisines of 
the world as new restaurants prepare to open at the 
Foreshore; but in the meantime, here are three great 

recipes from three different continents—brought to you 
by the chefs at Aurora – that you can whip up for your 

family and friends at home, or sample at the Foreshore.

Italy:

la  R UStICa
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Spaghetti Alle Vongole

serves 4

chopped parsley. Reducing the heat, 
let the wine evaporate slowly and 
place lid on for five minutes or until all 
the shells have opened. 

Whilst the vongole are cooking, 
add your fresh pasta to boiling 
salted water. Cook fresh pasta for 
approximately 4 minutes, or dried 
pasta for 8 minutes. Pasta must me al 
dente (cooked with a little bite). Strain 
pasta and toss through the vongole. 
Season with black pepper and salt 
to taste.

METhOD 

Place vongole in a container with 
cold water and sea salt. Place in the 
fridge for up to 3 hours (this is to 
ensure all sand is removed from the 
vongole). Place a large pot of water 
to boil, and add sea salt. Place olive oil 
and garlic in a large saucepan. Once 
garlic has softened, add shallots and 
chili. Rinse vongole under cold water. 
Once shallots have softened, add the 
vongole. Let the vongole sizzle for a 
few minutes, then add the wine and 



Blue eye cod on cauliflower puree  
with sea spray & fennel salad
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INGREDIENTS 

640g Blue eye cod fillet, cut into 4 
equal portions  
200g cauliflower 
500ml full cream milk 
2 bay leaves  
Ground white pepper 
20g fleur de sel  
50ml cold pressed olive oil  
80g sea spray  
40g fennel frond 
40g mature snow pea tendrils

METhOD

For the cauliflower puree, place 
cauliflower, milk, bay leaves and 
pepper in a saucepan and bring to the 
boil. Reduce heat to a slow simmer 
until the cauliflower is tender. Strain 
off excess liquid and take out the bay 
leaves. Blend until smooth with a food 
processor. Add fluer de sel to taste. 
Pass puree through a fine mesh sieve 
twice, and keep warm. 
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METhOD

Combine all the marinade ingredients 
in a bowl. Add the chicken pieces and 
mix them through, coating well. Cover 
and leave to marinate in the fridge for 
at least 6 hours. 24 hours is best. 

Cook the chicken first. The best 
method is to BBQ the chicken over hot 
coals or an open flame as the “charred” 
flavour really adds to the dish. The 
other way is to pan roast it. To do this, 
preheat oven to 180 deg. Place some 
butter and oil into med hot pan and 
brown the chicken until golden brown. 

Place the chicken in an oven tray and 
bake for 10-12 mins. Remove from 
oven and cover and rest for 6 mins in 
warm place. 

Meanwhile, mix the dressing 
ingredients, except for the fresh  
herbs, in a bowl.

Take the rested chicken, slice it in 
thin strips and add to the dressing 
mixture above.

Add the fresh mint and coriander  
and mix well. Arrange on a shallow  
dish and serve.

aUSt RalIa tHaIla ND

Thai Grilled chicken salad

serves 4

For the cod, heat a non-stick pan over 
medium heat and add olive oil. Dry 
excess moisture from the cod with 
absorbent paper towel and season 
with fleur de sel. Add the fish to the 
pan, skin side down and cook for two 
minutes. Gently turn and repeat the 
process. Rest cod for two minuets so 
the flesh is just set in the middle.

For the salad, pick sea spray, fennel 
frond, and snow pea tendrils into a 
mixing bowl. Season with fleur de sel 
and add a little olive oil. 

To present, place a generous amount 
of the puree onto four plates, place 
the fish onto the puree skin side up and 
garnish with sea spray salad finish with 
olive oil.

(Note: you can substitute fleur de sel 
with a good quality sea salt)

MORKSC DINE BaR

serves 4

INGREDIENTS

Three or four large chicken thigh pieces 

FOR ThE MARINADE 
5 blended coriander roots  
(using some stem) 
1 head garlic minced fine 
½ cup minced lemongrass 
⅓ cup minced ginger 
½ tbs cracked white pepper 
½ cup of soy sauce 
2 tbs oyster sauce 
¼ cup of xiao xing wine  
(Chinese cooking wine)  
¼ cup of brown sugar

FOR ThE DRESSING 
1 red onion sliced fine 
4-5 tbl fish sauce 
4-5 tbl lemon juice 
Chilli flakes to taste 
1 tbl raw glutinous rice, dry roasted  
and blended using a spice blender 
½ bunch of coriander washed  
and roughly cut  
1 handful of mint leaves equal 
to coriander 
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Many years ago—perhaps before the Kingston Foreshore 
or its arts precinct had even been thought of—a young 
sculpture student at the University of Illinois walked 
into a glass hot-shop and had an epiphany that would set 
the course of her life in more ways than one. That young 
student was Ann Jakle, and today, she is the CEO of 
Canberra Glassworks. We ask Ann about her own journey, 
the role of Canberra Glassworks and the importance of 
this art form to Canberra’s cultural landscape.

M
ost Canberrans will tell 
you they feel proud of 
our status as the Nation’s 

Capital. Whilst some may express less 
enthusiasm for other titles that have 
been bestowed upon our fair city, it is 
true that most of us are aware that for 
one reason or another, we have been 
known over the years as the fireworks-
capital, the porn-capital, and even the 
pot-capital to name a few, and that 
most if not all of these dubious titles 
have had an element of truth to them. 

What may come as a surprise to many 
of us though, is that amongst the 
international community of serious 
art collectors, we are mostly known 
as Australia’s glass-capital. In her 
own softly spoken and charming 
way, Canberra Glassworks CEO Ann 
Jakle conjures Wizard of Oz imagery 
in one’s internal zoetrope when she 
calls Canberra “the city of glass,” but 
adds that most of us don’t know it yet. 
The “yet” floats in the air for a minute; 
betraying her dream of a greater 
appreciation of the importance of this 
art form to Canberra. 

She is sitting in the public gallery of 
Canberra Glassworks’ hot-shop, and 
seated just below her; a group of 
primary school students are watching 
a glass artist at work. They are 
engaged—completely and utterly—
while the artist, Ruth Oliphant, 
manoeuvres the blowpipe like a snake 
charmer; and their little faces follow 
her every move.  

“I’m very much interested in keeping art 

visible, for the artists who practice it and 

for people who want to enjoy it”
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“In the art world, Australian glass  

artists are treated like superstars”

Upcoming exhibitions at Canberra Glassworks
A N TA R C T I C A  
W E D  18 S E P -  T H U  14 N Ov 

Emma Varga -  Solo exhibition

Internationally renowned artist, Emma varga, presents a remarkable 
solo exhibition of new works created from her recent research trip to 
Antarctica. Developing new ideas through drawings, photography and a 
life changing immersive experience, Emma’s work will capture the beauty 
of Antarctica’s wild environment in cast and assembled works in glass.

T R E A S u R E S 
W E D  20 N Ov 13 -  T H U  30 J A N  14 

Lisa Cahil l ,  Kumiko Nakajimi,  Zoe Woods,  Andrew Baldwin, 
Sophia Emmett,  Mikaela Trail ,  Emil ie  Patteson,  Peter Minson 
Treasures, is Canberra Glassworks 2013 Christmas show. It will feature 
exquisite jewellery and small objects including works by some of 
Australia’s leading designers. This is a cash and carry show giving our 
audience the chance to fall in love with one of these beautiful pieces and 
take it with them on the day.

Upcoming Artists in Residence at Canberra Glassworks
h I L A Ry C R AW F O R D,  AC T 
W E D  18 S E P -  W E D  30 O C T

Z O E  WO O D S ,  S A 
M O N  14 O C T –  F R I  22 N Ov

M A N D I  K I N G ,  S A 
M O N  2 D EC  -  S U N  22 D EC

K I R S T I E  R E A ,  N S W 
M O N  6 J A N  14 –  T U E  28 J A N  14

D E B R A J u R R S ,  AC T 
M O N  17  F E B  14 –  F R I  31  M A R  14

S O P h I A E M M E T T,  N S W 
M O N  17  M A R  14 –  M O N  14 A P R  14

Upcoming School Holiday Program at Canberra Glassworks
A N TA R C T I C  A N I M A L S 
2,  3 ,  4,  9,  10,  11  O C T 
1 P M -4 P M 
P R I C E  $120 FO R  A 3- H O U R  C L A S S

Come into Emma varga’s magical winter wonderland. She has used 
Antarctica as an inspiration for making beautiful icy sculptures in 
glass. Have a look at the exhibition and use it as a background for your 
imagination as you create glass animals to inhabit this icy world. Seals, 
penguins, albatross, whales and many more are waiting to be discovered.

This type of public access is quite rare 
in other arts facilities in Canberra, so 
the opportunity to actually see the 
art being created is one of the major 
drawcards for the Glassworks.

Ann has been at Canberra Glassworks 
since its inception and is still fascinated 
by the work. “From the moment I 
became involved in glass art, at the 
University of Illinois, I had the feeling 
that the hot-shop was an amazing 
place to be,” she says. “The glass 
blowers were fascinating. On the one 
hand they were pursuing aesthetics 
to the very highest level, and on the 
other, they were working with this 
material—sometimes wrestling with 
it—that was really hard and didn’t 
necessarily want to do what they 
wanted it to do. They had to be part 
physicist, part engineer and a lot 
alchemist to make their artwork.”

It seems that amongst the physics 
and the alchemy, there was a little 
chemistry thrown in—this where 
Ann gives full disclosure—as one of 
the students in that hot-shop was 

to become her husband, and current 
head of the glass workshop at the 
ANU, Richard Whitely. “We moved to 
Canberra because my husband took 
up the position of Head of the Glass 
Workshop at ANU,” says Ann. “My first 
degree was in Political Science and 
Organisational Behaviour, and I guess 
there are halves to me. One half is very 
much interested in how organisations 
and people can work together to 
achieve success; and the other half 
is very much interested in the arts, in 
keeping art visible for the artists who 
practice it and for people who want 
to enjoy it.” When the position of CEO 
for Canberra Glassworks came up, Ann 
successfully applied, so in many ways 
this must be a dream job for her.

“In Canberra, you can go to the 
National Gallery or the Portrait Gallery 
and have these wonderful experiences 
with finished artwork,” she says “or you 
can come here and see all of the steps 
that are involved in generating ideas, 
and then visit an exhibition space and 
see the finished artwork. It’s more of 
a holistic approach.” Ann points to the 

layout and architecture in place in the 
building. “There was a very strong plan 
to create public spaces and walkways 
that allow the art-making to be very 
visible,” she says.

Although the public access is what 
makes this glass centre a compelling 
destination for visitors, there is a 
far more practical purpose to the 
existence of the facility and certainly, 
for the reason it is located in Canberra. 
“For 30 years, the ANU has been 
graduating artists that have gone on 
and had great careers,” says Ann. “That 
Glass Workshop is considered one of 
the most prestigious in the world—it 
is highly regarded—and because over 
75 percent of those graduates actually 
go on to practice their art, there was 
strong impetus for this. The idea came 
from a student that realised when she 
finished school, she wouldn’t have 
access to the equipment to continue 
her work. There was a group of maybe 
10 to 12 artists over a period of about 
10 years that pushed the argument for 
this type of facility.” Whilst a facility 
that allowed artists to work could 
have been achieved without the public 

access component, ultimately it would 
not have given the artists the visibility 
they now enjoy. “The artists can work 
here, there is an exhibition space 
and retail area for their work; and all 
elements of the centre support artists 
careers and livelihood,” says Ann. 

Whilst there have been some hard 
yards since the GFC made a significant 
impact on the landscape of collecting, 
Ann sees some green shoots and is 
enthusiastic about the future of the 
art form and the work Glassworks is 
doing. “In October, a group of around 
20 to 30 American collectors is coming 
to Australia, specifically to visit places 
like Canberra Glassworks and the 
ANU, and specifically to look at and 
purchase Australian art,” she says. “In 
the art world, Australian glass artists 
are treated like superstars,” says Ann. 
“Right now, the summer program of 
the Pilchuk Glass School–Seattle’s 
acclaimed international glass school–is 
full of Australian artists, many of them 
from Canberra. We can feel so proud of 
this wonderful cultural collateral that 
is well respected internationally.” A

ovel
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When Linda Lockwood 
contemplated her new life by 

the water, she did so with a tinge of 
sadness for the home she was leaving 
behind. Gardening had been the thing 
she loved the most in her Forrest 
home, and describing it as “therapy” 
she loved nothing more than to 
potter about on a weekend, tending 
to the flowers and shrubs, and even 
mowing the lawn. “I thought I was 
really going to miss it,” she says, from 
the pretty balcony of her apartment at 
Aurora Residences.

To her surprise though, she has found 
herself loving her new life, and has 
taken to apartment living like the 
ducks have taken to the water that 
plays a major role in the vista that 
greets her every day. “My husband 
Neris always said he wanted to try 
apartment living,” she says “but I 
always resisted because I loved the 
garden. But I must say, I haven’t  
missed it at all.”

Linda and Neris bought the apartment 
off the plan and moved in around 
March this year along with their 
daughter Sarah. They were amongst 
the first residents of Aurora, and have 
now witnessed a full change of season 
at their new place. “It’s wonderful now 
that the weather is warming up, to 

A  n e w  l i f e s t y l e  f o r  A 

f o r e s H o r e  r e s i D e n t 

open the bi-folds all the way and let 
the world in,” she says. The apartment 
faces north, and takes in breathless 
views of the lake and some of the 
northern shoreline. The Carillion is not 
only visible from the balcony but can 
be heard quite clearly when it chimes. 
“Living in Forrest, we could always 
hear the bells of St Christopher’s, so 
to be able to hear the Carillion is very 
comforting,” says Linda.

One of the benefits of apartment 
living for this family has been that they 
have been far more social in the way 
they interact with their neighbours. 
“We loved the old neighbourhood, but 
living in a higher density precinct, we 
find that we have made friends quite 
quickly with many of the residents, and 

A water view  
of her own
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it seems to be more of a sociable way 
to live.” Linda is enjoying taking the dog 
for a walk, doing ‘bridge to bridge’ at 
least once a week, and finds that she 
has much more time to do all those 
other things that gardening once stood 
in the way of. 

Of course, she and the rest of the 
family are looking forward to more 
restaurants and cafés opening, and 
are loving the fact that they can invite 
friends over to enjoy the amenities. 
“We’ve been to C Dine on a number of 
occasions, and when we invite friends 
to join us, we always have a pre-dinner 
drink on the balcony. Most of them just 
love the ease and convenience of being 
able to have a night out on your very 
doorstep,” says Linda.

Although the urban lifestyle is all 
around them, they are quick to point 
out that nature is definitely on their 
doorstep here as well. “If you go for a 
walk around the precinct, you find that 
you can actually see and hear the cows 
at Dairy Flat from the northern end of 
the boat harbour,” says daughter Sarah. 

So what are the things Linda loves the 
most about her new life? “Well I had 
to buy new furniture when we moved 
in, and what girl doesn’t love to shop,” 
she answers. “And I’m growing quite 
attached to the little ducks and other 
birds that paddle past. But I think it’s 
just beautiful to wake up to this view 
every morning. My parents live on 
the coast, and dad usually sends me a 
pic from his mobile phone of a lovely 
water view. I’ve started sending him 
some of my own.” 

We loved the old neighbourhood, but 
living in a higher density precinct, we find 
that we have made friends quite quickly 

with many of the residents, and it seems to 
be more of a sociable way to live
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When you were young and you 
imagined the future, you 
probably imagined coming 

home in your flying car while a robot 
answered your door. All these years 
later, the future you imagined may 
not have come true, but in its place is 
an amazing suite of technology, now 
available to builders and developers, 
designed to make your life as seamless 
and hassle free as possible.

One such developer is Englobo, and 
they have made sure to include some 
mind-boggling technology in Element, 
their latest apartment offering 
at Kingston Foreshore. Englobo 
Directors, Terry Shaw and John Susa, 
decided to up the ante with the 
technology offering here, and made 
sure to add some real green initiatives 
along the way. 

“We sat around for hours a time, and 
asked ourselves what we would like 
to see in a smart development like 
this,” says John “and so a lot of this is 
customised to fit in with our vision.”

Englobo have taken advantage of 
tablet technology and created a 
management system at Element that 

allows residents to run their home 
lives remotely. “Residents can book 
communal facilities and access their 
intercom from anywhere in the world. 
They will require just one device to 
gain access to the building, the rooftop 
garden, cinema and bikes,” says John. 
“In addition, wireless hotspots to 
communal areas and web-based free 
phone calls within the building will 
provide a new dimension to apartment 
communication and entertainment.”

The mission—as both Terry and John 
saw it—was to significantly lower 
energy consumption and body 
corporate fees without foregoing any 
of the benefits of a fully managed 
building “We had to come up with 
solutions for simple things like 
delivery of parcels. We wondered 
if we could do that utilising the 
technology,” says John “so we made 
parcel delivery ‘smart’ with digital 
parcel lockers in the foyer that alert 
residents when a delivery is made. 
Along with that, rainwater harvesting 
and intelligent lighting systems have 
also been undertaken to address 
energy consumption.”

Welcome to the future
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In the car park, the cars may not be of 
the flying type, but the system being 
utilised is a Canberra first. Element 
will be the first apartment building to 
include a car stacking system which 
reduces the amount of space a single 
car needs to effectively half of a 
traditional space. According to Terry, 
this type of technology is common 
throughout Europe, and he believes 
that it will eventually be wisely 
adopted in Canberra.

“The car lift, and technology that 
recognises number plates and limits 
lighting to a single car’s space instead 
of an entire parking level, are among 
the features that will reduce annual 
body corporate fees,’ he says. “On top 
of that, car sharing firm GoGet will 
operate from the apartments, taking 
more pressure off parking space.” 

Beyond that, solar power and smart 
metering, which save on energy costs, 
are some of the triple bottom line 
measures used to meet social and 
sustainable goals, and that sounds a 
like a future we can all look forward to.
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Mork’s has just opened at its new 
waterfront location, a bigger and more 
comprehensive version of the former 
Florey eatery, and perhaps the perfect 
catalyst to realize the brothers’ vision.

“Most people think of Thai as cheap-
and-cheerful” says Benn, “something 
that they might grab on a night when 
they don’t feel like cooking.” He thinks 
it can be so much more than that—a 
big night out, a luxe experience. 
“We are trying to be innovative, the 
flavours are complex and distinct, and 

we don’t want to mess with that,” he 
adds. “Authenticity is everything when 
it comes to taste, but we feel we can 
be innovative in the way we plate up, in 
our presentation and the general style 
of service that we offer.”

The lines between cheap-and-cheerful 
and refinement on a plate have already 
been blurred at the Florey location. 
“In our previous spot, we were across 
the road from Dominoes, next to 
another pizza delivery place and most 
of our clientele knew us by name,” says 
Head Chef and restaurant namesake, 
Mork. “There was a real local feel to 
the Florey restaurant, but that has 

never meant not serving a type of 
food that has a refined and finished 
feel. Here at Kingston Foreshore, we 
will be open for lunch and dinner, and 
doing breakfast on weekends, which 
is new for us. Looking around at all 
the development, we expect that this 
area will be buzzing. I imagine people 
coming down here on weekends, riding 
their bikes down on warm days, and 
making a day of it.” 

The new restaurant has joined 
C Dine Bar—it is the second food 
business to open along the canal 
promenade—and is certainly taking a 
step toward creating a bigger buzz at 
the Foreshore.

A vision of 
refinement for 
new waterfront 
restaurant

“Most people think of Thai as 
cheap-and-cheerful” says Benn, 
“something that they might 
grab on a night when they don’t 
feel like cooking”

Mork and Benn ratanakosol are on a mission 
to change the way people think about the 
cuisine they grew up with. Born and raised in 
Canberra, the sons of thai restaurant owners 
have a passion for the flavours of their parents’ 
homeland. But they think it deserves more 
respect, and want to change perceptions.
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maX Brenner 
Bringing chocolate,  
love & nostalgia 

Building on the huge success of the 
Belconnen Chocolate Bar, which—
since opening in March 2011—has seen 
an enormous number of choc-lovers 
through its doors every month, the 
new Chocolate Bar will serve the 
growing hunger for Max Brenner’s 
unique chocolate culture in the 
Nation’s Capital. Spreading the Bald 
Man’s world famous philosophy 
that celebrates chocolate with love, 

nostalgia and a child-like spirit, the 
new Max Brenner Chocolate 

Bar Dockside is set to attract 
locals, tourists and the odd 

politician, no doubt. 

Speaking around the 
excitement of the 
new Chocolate Bar 
opening, Max Brenner 
General Manager, 

Yael Kaminski says, “At Max Brenner, 
we’ve been blown away by Australia’s 
response to our unique chocolate 
culture. Canberrans in particular are 
a driving force for our brand so we’re 
excited to be able to continue sharing 
our chocolate experience with our 
loyal fans.” 

Whether you’re after a Chocolate 
Fondue for Two, want to wrap your 
fingers around the iconic Max Brenner 
Hug Mug and sip on their original Hot 
Chocolate, or reminisce the summer 
months lakeside with The Fantastic 
Popsicle Fondue, Max Brenner is 
the perfect location for your next 
chocolate fix. Max Brenner will be 
located at Dockside on Giles street. 
Open daily until late, their latest outlet 
will bring the Max Brenner Australian 
Chocolate Bar tally to 32.

continuing to answer the 
demands of chocoholics 
across canBerra, maX 
Brenner is opening a second 
chocolate Bar in the act,  
this time at dockside,  
kingston foreshore.
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When it comes to your everyday needs, there is nothing 
more convenient than your local supermarket.

As local people we’ve hand built our store  
with the freshest and the finest.

Bursting with fresh picked fruit & veggies,   
a great selection of top quality meats and  
a huge selection of wine, beer and spirits,  
we’ve got every occasion covered.

From the daily grocery items like the milk and  
bread to the gourmet, we’re here to help you  
whether you’re doing the weekly shop or just  
grabbing the essentials. 

With free parking at the door checkout what  
ShopRite Griffith has in store.

We’re just around the corner and we have  
just what you need.

Just what you need

ShopRite Griffith | 2 Barker Street Griffith | 02 6295 0781



s a y  h e l l o  

           to Jim

Asked whether he thinks that ferry 
travel may be a viable alternative 
on the lake, and specifically about a 
Kingston to Acton service, Jim sees a 
number of challenges. “There is a 10 
knot limit on the lake at the moment, 
which would make it a little too slow 
as a serious transit alternative, and 
the Lake isn’t quite deep enough in 
sections. At the moment, it’s a half 
metre lower than it should be as there 
is work being done on Scrivener Dam, 
so you have to navigate around the 
edges at times,” he says. “It’s really 
up to the NCA though,” he adds “and 
whether they are willing to allow a 
faster boat on the Lake–but certainly 
as a recreational trip, it is viable.” 

Jim believes the real opportunity 
is to expand his offering to include 
certain attractions that are located 
on the Lake’s shores. “I’d love to 
organise something with some of the 
restaurants here at the Foreshore,” he 
says. “Perhaps dinner or lunch with 
a one hour lake-cruise, included as 
a package.” Currently, Jim operates 
three cruises a day seven days a week, 
with a fourth cruise during Floriade. 
Whilst his boats may be seen moored 
at Kingston Boat Harbour, the cruise 
pickup point remains the Acton 
Ferry Terminal. 

For more information, or to book a 
cruise go to lakecruises.com.au
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If you’re strolling around the 
Kingston harbour of a morning, 
there is a chance you may bump 

into local Ferry Operator Jim Paterson, 
as he sets out for a day of cruising on 
the Capital’s picturesque Lake Burley 
Griffin. Jim is a character blessed with 
great knowledge of the Lake and the 
local landmarks, along with a laconic 
wit, and is rarely seen without the 
trademark fishing cap that gives him 
the look of a man that has spent his life 
on the water. 

In all fairness though, Jim had a long 
and successful career in the media, 
spanning 30 years, before he took to 
navigating our famous body of water, 
and has been at the helm of Lake 
Burley Griffin Cruises since 2003. “I did 
grow up around boats,” he says. “My 
family had a commercial boat shed on 
the Hawkesbury River.” But Jim went 
on to work for the ABC for many years, 
including a long stint as a Unit Manager 
of Australia’s first nightly current 
affairs show This Day Tonight. “This Day 
Tonight did a lot of satire. Even though 
my role was in admin, I was one of the 
people that dressed up to do some 
of the comedy stuff,” he says. “After I 
moved on from the ABC, I spent many 
years working in commercial radio 
around the State, and found myself in 
Canberra, heading up 2SSS, the local 
community sports station.”

By late 2002, it seems the writing was 
on the wall for 2SSS, and by that time 
Jim had his eye on a little steamboat 
owned by another operator. “It was 
getting a little ragged and Steve 
wanted to sell it,” he says “so I bought 
it off him and converted it to electric. 
We’ve got two electric boats now,” he 
says, referring to the original boat Mv 
Cygnet, and Mv Gull, a later addition to 
the fleet.

s a y  h e l l o  

           to JimA chat with a  
Canberra Ferryman
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